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Abstract: In the past few years, e-commerce companies have taken control over the commercial sector. As a result the 

shipment business had to expand significantly to keep up with the e-commerce industries. Majority of customers prefer 

online method of ordering things and getting them delivered with minimum time period which cause excessive usage of 

traditional freight companies like FedEx or DHL, Amazon, or eBay. Concurrent increase in shipping and cyber related 

systems would affect the operations which in turn would require additional maintenance. Due to large-scale of operations 

ongoing, physical servers could hamper both the speed and quality of administration for such a vast amount of data. To 

improve the capabilities and features of the shipment management system cloud platform is used which will reduce the 

operating costs as well as increase the efficiency of the e-commerce industries. Shipment solutions are not fixed to a 

particular location and must be made accessible anywhere around the globe. Cloud solution will be more catered to meet 

the expanding shipping business management requirements and the security of data. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Cloud technology is an integration of computation, memory and networking requirements put together as a platform that 

allows for speedy application deployment and dynamic scaling. A large part of cloud users use public cloud services 

which are provided by the cloud providers over the internet which is in turn kept on distant data centres. SaaS (Software 

as a service) is the one of the cloud computing services used commonly. It provides prebuilt software for the customers. 

Other two services provided are IaaS (Infrastructure as a service) and PaaS (Platform as a service). Shipment management 

system is developed for the efficient assignment of shippers as well as tracking of the shipment in the logistics trade 

activities. Most of today’s shipping management solutions are desktop based which requires more workforces to manage 

the overall operations. Due to this, operational costs go up and the likelihood of errors goes up. If real-time data backups 

are not available, it might be disastrous and lead to the loss of crucial booking information, which would cause turmoil 

and reduce consumer satisfaction. Due to the difficulty of updating the management application on demand and finding 

the appropriate skill set to handle the servers/network and other management infrastructures, an increase in bookings or 

shipping traffic is particularly difficult to manage. 

 

Cloud shipping is the method of choosing a provider and organization to export a product via online resources. The most 

popular technique is to use cloud-based software designed to automate and ease shipping for a large volume of orders. 

By automating key steps in your order fulfilment process, cloud shipping permits orders to be shipped out more rapidly 

via the least expensive route based on the operation's dimensional weight (weight and dimensions) and its destination. If 

you sell through a variety of channels, cloud shipping permits you to give your customers order tracking information 

directly through the channel in which the deal was done. By leveraging cloud-shipping technology, all shipment-related 

data can be collected and recorded throughout your logistics network, from your online store to your distribution centres, 

through a single, centralized system. Cloud shipping systems facilitate speedy fulfilment and offer real-time shipping 

information, and they also make the process of creating shipping labels easier. 

 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

 

In this digital era, digital systems and procedures are used commonly in every part of social and commercial life. Increased 

use of technology in our day-to-day life has benefited in many ways. Supply or shipment operations has extensively 

benefited in the area of planning, preparing, distributing and managing. Advanced technological features and capabilities 

for the shipment and delivery of commodities is needed for the current logistics business environment because of 

challenges that the system has to emphasize on the scheduling and routing issues majorly in metropolitan cities. On the 

basis of orders, all the information’s required for routing plan will be generated. Then system will analyze the conduct of 

necessary activities. Cloud computing environment is used where the system can be offered as a software as a service 

which stores data on a single server along with other cloud processing which guarantees enhanced client services by 

attaining faster, more accurate and cost efficient logistics activities.  
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System’s convenience, dependability and security helps in monitoring and controlling overall operations of the 

organization which in turn will boost the productivity and assures better quality of services. 

 

The primary goal of logistics operations are distribution of items from the pick-up to the delivery location within the time 

frames imposed which in turn is the most important rule in customer service policy. Interdependencies between the 

operations transportation processing contributes to the system complexity. Cloud based communication infrastructure 

provides visibility throughout the global shipment business which elevates the business above their weaker technologically 

proficient counterparts. Cloud-enabled systems ability to radically and tactically improve operations results in cost-cutting, 

Fulfilling legal regulatory standards, shipping procedures can be made more efficient and lastly charges can be tracked. 

Supply chain based on cloud provides various methods which help in improvement of supply responsiveness, the compute 

resources can be dynamically provided without communicating with service provider directly. Cloud based supply system 

can automatically oversee and improve resource consumptions. In a cloud based supply management, three entities are 

involved which includes the infrastructure provider, service provider and commercial business community. Service 

provider in cloud based supply system is responsible for the overall development of system architecture .They will also 

distribute the software as a service over the internet to service customers. Because of this all applications implemented in 

cloud can be reused or accessed by other applications. Thus it helps the commercial business community to members to 

collaborate alongside, function within the same platform, and communicate resources. 

 

III. RESEARCH   METHODOLOGY 

 

In the paper “The Use of Cloud Computing in Shipping Logistics” by Kamalendu Pal, Bill Karakosta , Five viewpoints 

are used to assess the relevant literature. Focusing on supply management concerns such as the incorporation of 

operational tasks throughout different parts of the organization, which will aid of better collaborations and connectivity 

and by viewing at logistics management as a Technology system business model from the standpoint of strategy and 

execution. The effects on transport logistics of new service computing trends based around technology like Semantic 

Web services and Service Oriented Architecture (SOA).  The article ends by recommending a Cloud-based SOA software 

platform as a tool for service virtualization in shipping to reduce transaction costs and improve business potential. 

 

In 2021, Sotiris P. Gayialis et al proposed a paper on “Implementation Technologies of an Advanced Cloud-based System 

for Distribution Operations”. This publication's purpose is to outline the features and capabilities of a cutting-edge route 

planning and scheduling technology for the shipment and delivery of commodities. Because that city logistics have 

evolved into a dynamic environment for businesses to transport their goods in, the system concentrates on the routing 

and schedule issue in metropolitan locations. The system's features and functions are briefly described, and then the paper 

goes into great detail about the methodologies employed to design the system. The system's technical components are 

merged into a cloud infrastructure, providing a technology that is simple to maintain and capable of supporting the 

distribution operations of logistics businesses. 

 

IV. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

 

In this Study, we are developing a cloud based shipment system that would make the shipping management application 

securely accessible across the world. Clients can cut out the intermediary and save money by registering and immediately 

accessing data on available commercial shipping and their pricing. Giving clients the option to see the progress of their 

packages would improve traceability and enhance satisfaction among customers. This strategy can also easily 

accommodate the surge in order volume during festive season and have the potential to dynamically reduce operational 

expenses during the off-season. This will lower overall operating costs. Advanced security features of cloud-based 

systems are well recognized, and they will be very helpful for this application with very little investment. Inside the 

organization itself, we will be able to restrict access to the backend infrastructure to the appropriate team thanks to 

effective Identity and Access Management provision in the cloud. We will always have access to the most recent and 

advanced infrastructure because the cloud is responsible for maintaining it, allowing us to seamlessly upgrades our 

application. 
 

V. CONCLUSION 

 

Modern shipping is not complete without cloud-based shipment solutions, which boost productivity, cut costs, and 

improve comprehension of crucial supply chain operations. You only need internet connectivity to use a Cloud-based 

shipment system. Users are not required to use a Virtual private network or connect to the office network. This level of 

adaptability allows everyone from shipping teams to clients all over the world to connect directly to your shipments. One 

of the primary benefits of a cloud-based shipping management solution is reduction in costs. Organizations focus on 

saving money on human assets for assisting the application as well as on overall operational cost. The expenditures of 
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registration into a cloud-based shipment system are remarkably low, and you can personalize your payment frequency 

and the type of features and functions you receive. This means you can spend money based on your needs. You are also 

not obligated to pay for server maintenance or storage. You are also not responsible for the upkeep and security of your 

private shipment system. System for managing shipments in the cloud Logistics software providers devote significant 

resources to protecting customer data from cyber security risks, allowing shipping companies and third-party logistic 

support to specialize on shipping goods rather than attempting to build security systems. Furthermore, cloud-based 

software is, by definition, hosted throughout data centers and locations and is regular basis backed up. Because of this 

duplication of effort, a data center collapse or power failure will not result in the loss of your data. Organizations don't 

need to maintain large servers with both a cloud-based shipment system. They are no longer required to perform 

continuous backup data, and power failure or crashes need not result in data loss. Remote updates and upgrades ensure 

that you'll constantly have access to the most recent software version available. This gives you more flexibility and 

connectivity, as well as the possibility of helping your clients more effectively even when you're not on-site. 
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